
I salute the light within your eyes where the Universe dwells. For when you are at the centre within yourself and I within mine, we shall be one. ~ Crazy Horse, Lakota People 

“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as being self-evident”, Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860). 
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Sxwlxwltews-Greetings: 

 

Huy chewx a - thank you for your information request.  We are pleased to provide the following. 

 

Introduction: The opportunity presented here is the heartfelt and inspired vision of Siyam Te 

©KiapilanoqCapilano™, Heir Apparent, Sovereign Hereditary Leader and Principal for the Sovereign 

©Skwxwú7mesh-SquamishSN™ Government (SSG) and ©Irene-Maus: Gravenhorst-KiapilanoqTM; 

Sovereign Principal advisor for SSG, SSCK, SBoK and SSCG with SSG Ambassador for International 

Finance and Sovereign Principal, ©R Phil Chavez™ for Private Bank, Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-

Squamish™ Bank on Kanata (SBoK). SSG members received their Sovereign Certificate #A2011/016-

17012011 from the International Court of Justice (ICJ) supported by France, Somalia, Japan, Slovakia, 

Morocco, Brazil, UK, China, USA, Italy, Uganda, India, Australia, Russia and Jamaica.  This sovereign 

certification acknowledged and recognized that SSG’s jurisdiction and its members Sovereign Status exist 

prior to the arrival of Visitors.  SSG’s members notify ICJ and Interpol members with updates on economic 

reform, security risks and international affairs as a business courtesy for international financial transparency 

with accountability pursuant to professional Code of Conduct and Ethics. 

 

A SSG’s Constitution is founded on SSCK’s Longhouse Peace Laws that were not written but verbally 

practiced as a spiritual enforcement to self governance with common sense and reason for decades of human 

lifetime.  SSCK adoption of the following laws are; The Great Law of the First World – excerpts from The 

Daughters of the Great Spirit, Agreement between Dekis and Queen Victoria, the year 1665 on the Bargain 

1835 – Wherein “… The Whites will have to pay you for everything you have …”, Two Row Wampum Belt 

– 1600 Agreement with the Dutch people, The 1613 Treaty of Tawagonshi,  An Indian Manifesto – January 

30, 1851, Gaya Nerekowa, the Constitution of the Iroquois Confederacy by Deganawida, the Peace Maker 

who founded the greatest political society ever devised by man, the historic Kanonsonnionwe, the 

Confederacy of the Iroguois on Onkwehonwehke, Turtle Island and Maka Wicahpi Wicohan by Standing 

Elk, 1996.   

 

B SSG proposed economic reform is provided with international financial transparency and risk 

management protocol. SSG members are not registered with the United Nations (UN). SSG members are not 

interested in the United Nations Global Economic Governance (UNGEG), these Committees with an agenda 

to tax-interest usury commerce over ‘natural resources’ have no jurisdiction on SSG country. UN members 

are not permitted to use NATO military forces to kill people on Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™ 

homelands for tax or usury commerce. SSG members do not have weapons, no army, no security forces to 

‘defend’ Peace. SSCK court advisors promote a no tolerance for ‘racial discrimination’ rule of law. Tax free 

and usury exempt legislation pursuant to SSG’s Constitution is offered with barter and SSG’s own currency 

SSCK secured assurance protection provided by SSG 
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known as SQT (Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™ Tala-money) with optional barter repayment 

products.  

 

C SSG hereditary traditional ways are simple with no voting system in place for political agendas there 

is no room for nepotism thus SSG members do not seek for peoples votes or political contributions. There is 

only one Creator, thus there is no religion and we do NOT ask for donations. SSG members support a 

‘govern and know thyself’ mandate with common sense and reason peacefully. The majority of people are 

mature enough to know the difference between right and wrong, therefore 99.9% of the human race is in 

sync with Earth’s peaceful nature. 

 

D The purpose of our internet presence is to provide an educational platform that offers a due diligence 

process for private investors who seek for protection of resources in a sovereign jurisdiction supported with 

SSG Constitution. Together, with international financial transparency disclosure, we can be the change for 

universal economic reform. SSG members invite sovereign ‘human collective consciousness’ who are tired 

of tyranny to meet with us for financial tax free and usury exempt solutions. Together, we can use 

discernment and passion to protect our Mother Earth. Joining with heart and like mind to speak the truth that 

creates prosperous healthy economic support for people living in peaceful, off-grid, energy free, pharma 

mafia free communities on Turtle Island. 

 

E Diplomatic Relations: SSG currently enjoy active diplomatic relations with Sovereign © 

Ahkewesahsne ™ Government; Sovereign © Sandhill ™ Nation and members, Sovereign © Yidindji ™ 

Government and members;  Office of Military Settlements (OMS); Sovereign Blackfoot Nation and 

members; Sovereign Crown © Kamehamha Dynasty, Kingdom of Awai’i and Na Kanaka Maoli o Hawaiti 

™ and members; Sovereign © Dene-Sulini ™ Government; and members; Sovereign ©Wirrarika™ 

Government and members; Sovereign traditional heir apparent leaders for Okanagan and Sushwap areas and 

members; Sovereign Papua from New Guineau and its members; Sovereign ©Rangatira Hapu Maori 

Kawanatanga™ Government and members; National Khoisan First Indigenous Royal House of South Africa 

and sovereign members; Algonquin Nation and members;  Sovereign ©Gil Lan Tin Clan™ Government and 

members; Nedo’ats Hereditary Original leaders and members. The benefits and opportunity for Accord with 

SSG are being referred to Sovereign Nations and Individuals interest and participation expanding. 

 

F The intention, purpose and resulting foundational elements of an economic accord with the 

Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™ Bank on Kanata (SBoK) can best be defined by the Sovereign 

Squamish ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish Constitution which is the law of the circulating medium.  Article A1 

of the Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish Constitution states as follows: 

 

“WHEREAS Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™ Government’s (SSG) Constitution is 

SSG’s members right to self-governance for peace on Earth with sovereign unalienable right 

to unlimited Bi-lateral Contracts.  The SSG’s Constitution invites sovereign leaders to meet 

SSG’s members for Business and Friendship Relations. Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-

Squamish™ Court on Kanata’s (SSCK) Advisors protect members pursuant to SSG 

Longhouse Natural Universal ‘Do No Harm’ Laws in the Name of Peace for Sentient 

Mother Earth’s Gaia, Pachamama, Turtle Island. SSG’s Jurisdiction is established with 

verbal and/or written expression of truth from heir apparent headmen, traditional 

women/clan mothers and honorable members.  SSG’s country is a portion of land on Earth 

defined by an Allodial land claim identified by burial grounds and sacred sites with truth.  

SSG’s members are not political, thus voting is not necessary.  Political authority has no 

power over SSG’s progress for economic development. SSG’s members have no religion, as 
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we believe that the Creator exists in all living things, so ‘donations’ are not required.  SSG’s 

legislated ‘anti-racial discrimination’ rule of law defines humanity as One Conscious 

Collective that unites a mosaic of cultures wrapped in a blanket of love with natural colours 

of thread.  SSG’s Constitutional ‘do no harm’, respect, gratitude, peace, light and love 

protocols are changing human lifestyles on Earth’s Gaia from corporate to peaceful 

sovereigns.  Huy chewx a – ashne ate.” 

 

Context Definitions 

“Sovereign” 

“For a growing number of people focusing on matters of consciousness, sacred knowledge 

and personal freedom, the reclamation of the word “sovereign” is studied in depth to 

recognize oneself as a sovereign being by acknowledging one’s own spiritual autonomy and 

unconditional entitlement to self determination.  It is a primary avowal of oneself as a free 

and natural human being – not a serf, a subject or corporate entity or even a citizen.  Real 

power is not something that is handed over at all; it is something that we already have inside 

us.  It is there from the beginning and it is the ultimate power of freewill.  Spiritual 

sovereignty teaches us that force and power are two very different things.  To wield real 

power, we must be in harmony with our higher purpose and with universal truth.  This is the 

truth that we feel in our hearts, minds and spirit, and is a compass for conscious growth.  

When we build that into our everyday thoughts and deeds, we live as honorable men and 

women” ~  Excerpt from Power of the Sovereign Spirit by Neil Kramer 

www.neilkramer.com  

“Constitution”    

 

Sources:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution  and SSCK’s Sovereign Advisor’s 

revised definitions; A constitution is a set of fundamental principles or established 

precedents according to which sovereign intention is  stated by people who elect to ‘govern 

oneself’ with peace laws pursuant to the Law of Divine Love which is the basis of 

everything and all other Laws are subordinate to it.  As to the remaining Laws, they make 

up, i.e. constitute, what sovereignty and peace are. When these principles are written in a 

single document with a set of laws, rules or guidelines, said laws of governance become a 

written constitution. When provided into a single comprehensive document, it can be defined 

as a codified constitution pursuant to a ‘do no harm’ protocol. 

 

“Constitutions describe the self-governance of different types of groups of people guided by 

sovereign guidelines to work with sovereign heir apparent leaders on allodial traditional 

lands/jurisdictions. Established  treaties  between universal sovereign nations respect 

consensual constitutional terms and conditions to agree on self-governance in the Name of 

Peace on Earth. With Good Faith stated intentions, a Private Sovereign Constitution defines 

the rule of laws upon which the Group of People protect freedom with harmony.  Changing 

from corporate servitude to sovereign lifestyles gives humanity an opportunity to follow 

their inner-passion to serve humanity and Earth with peaceful projects. Sovereign laws are 

governed by the highest Spiritual Law of Divine Love that guides people to heal oneself and 

be in service with a ‘do no harm’ primary mandate on Earth.  Admiralty/Maritime 

jurisdiction created corporate constitutions with Man-made Acts, Regulations, Laws and 

Statutes to codify self interest by enacting state powers to limit mankind by establishing 

lines that state rulers cannot cross, such as fundamental rights.” 
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G Initiating your participation with this opportunity begins by negotiation between the Asset Owner 

and the Sovereign Bank on Kanata through mutual transparency, recognition and acceptance through which 

an Accord defines and initiates participation with the structure with three structural elements; Sovereign 

©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™ Bank on Kanata (SBoK), the Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™ Credit 

Group (SSCG) and the Sovereign ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™ Court on Kanata (SSCK).  

 

H The SBoK is designed as the collateral repository/custodian. This relationship starts with the 

submission of a Private Bi-lateral Accord – Sovereign Private Trust (SPT) Account SBoK/SSCG Finance 

Application, a Sovereign Private Bi-lateral (SPB) Work Accord and an SBoK Collateral Asset Pledge 

Declaration.  After review of the above application further agreements such as mutual non-solicitation letter, 

non-disclosure and non-circumvention agreements are lodged. The valuation of the asset becomes the 

opening balance of the repository account and lateral Credit Group account(s) and/or lateral Special Trust 

accounts as mutually agreed. This authorized SBoK by direction of the then beneficiary to put the value of 

the collateral into circulation for humanitarian projects and purposes.  The transactions engaged by this 

structure are given the assurance wrap through the Sovereign Squamish Court on Kanata. This structure 

allows the value of the asset to circulate through a tax-free, interest-free circulating medium under the law of 

the constitution.  

 

I Attached diagram explains the SBoK/SSCK/SSCG structure, the current Private Bi-lateral Accord – 

Sovereign Private Trust (SPT) Account SBoK/SSCG Finance Application, the Sovereign Private Bi-lateral 

(SPB) Work Accord and the SBoK Collateral Asset Pledge Declaration. For further information or 

discussion please see the SSG web site at https://sovsqugov.org/mission-and-vision/  

 

People who want to join SSG and be a part of the positive change can meet with SSG’s leaders and/or SSG 

Ambassador for International Finance, Mr. Phil Chavez at sbok@sovsqugov.org   For a presentation and 

personal due diligence or supportive documents, schedule an appointment pursuant to SSG’s Fair Use 

Legislation. Copyright/claim Trademark infringement is waived by an email statement marked in the subject 

heading, “Request for SSG’s Presentation”.  Kindly email us at info@sovsqugov.org and huy chexw a -thank 

you for choosing SSCG as a preferred Private issuing bank that supports world peace with SSG’s members.   

 

DATED as of the year first above written on Sovereign Kanata (large settlement/city) ©Kiapilano™, 

Country ©Skwxwú7mesh-Squamish™, Sentient Mother Earth’s Turtle Island, sealed with SSCK’s 

assurance.   
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